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Regional
1. Has the US Federal Reserve's monetary tapering talk begun? What does the US
Federal Reserve do when she does not want to do anything? Play the good guy
and also play the bad guy, a pre-emptive measure against inflation
expectations. San Francisco Fed President Mary Daly said in a CNBC interview
"We are talking about talking about tapering", echoed also by Fed Vice Chairs
Richard Clarida and Randal Quarles. It is even more telling when Clarida called
April's consumer price report an "unpleasant surprise", i.e. we are watching
very closely. Meanwhile, another Fed Governor Lael Brainard said "the path of
reopening and recovery - like the shutdown - is likely to be uneven and difficult
to predict, so basing policy on outcomes rather than the outlook will serve us
well." Inflation can go up, hopefully transitory, and it is a deliberate policy
choice, but the fear of inflation cannot go up. We are of the view that those
who think that Fed action may happen sooner than later may find it happening
later than sooner.
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-continued
2. The reverse is true over in China. Monetary tightening begun since the
beginning of this year. This month, the Government has started to clamp down
on concerns of rising commodities prices. PBOC has targeted commodity
exchanges for excessive futures speculation and possibly manipulation. Shadow
banking deleveraging remains relentless since 2016, a focus on the de-risking
of China's high indebtedness. China may then become the first to prove the
transitory nature of inflation, the possibility that we will see China moving
neutral to easy on its monetary policy when the rest of the world moves
towards tightening. Emerging Asia will be best placed to benefit from a growing
China, the region's largest export market.
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Malaysia
1. The KLCI closed at 1,586 @ 01.06.21, decreased by -0.9% M-o-M. Last week,
Technology (+4.1%) and Industrial Metal & Mining (+3.5%) were the best
performing sector. Meanwhile, Healthcare (-4.2%) was the worst performing
sectors. Year-to-date @ 28.05.2021, the KLCI has retreated by -2%.
2. Last week, the government has decided to implement a 2 week nationwide
lockdown from 1 June to 14 June. This comes as Malaysia recorded the highest
to date number of new Covid-19 cases of 8,290 on 28 May. Economist expects
the impact of MCO 3.0 total lockdown to be less severe than MCO 1.0. The total
economic losses is est to be RM 1bil a day vs (RM 2.4bil a day in MCO 1) (source:
CGS CIMB).
3. In the 2 week nationwide lockdown, all manufacturing factories have been
ordered to shut down except for 12 critical sectors that includes Electronics and
Electrical (E&E). Operations are allowed to continue but are capped at 60%
workforce. As most other sectors are forced to shut down, E&E continues to be
operation due to the importance it plays in the Malaysia economy. In 2020, the
E&E sector accounts for 39.4% of Malaysia’s total exports. We continue to have
an Overweight position in the Malaysia’s technology sector across our Malaysia
equity funds.
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-continued
4. The Prime Minister announced on 31st May a RM 40bil (2.6% of GDP) economic
stimulus package called “PEMERKASA Plus”. This brings the total cumulative
stimulus package since the start of Covid-19 crisis to RM 380mil of which RM
73bil are direct fiscal injection.
5. On 28 May, MPI reported above consensus earnings for 3Q FY21 (March
quarter). Its share price reacted positively to the good results. 3Q net profit
grew +184% YoY to RM 74.4mil (vs consensus RM 63mil). This is the highest
net profit for the March quarter in the Company’s history. The strong results
was due to higher demand across all key segments QoQ (industrial +14%,
automotive +13% & communication +2%). In its results briefing, management
appeared upbeat and mentioned that the current utilisation is running at 100%
and that demand from customers continue to rise. This would indicate that
demand is more than supply. Management is setting aside RM 410mil in capex
in the next 12 months for capacity expansion in Ipoh and China. However, with
the recent implementation of MCO 3.0 which capped workforce capacity at
60%, it is expected to have some disruptions to MPI’s Ipoh operation. We own
MPI and selected OSATs in several of our Malaysia equity funds.
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-continued
6. At 1,586 @ 01.06.21, Malaysia market is trading at a PER of 13.3x for CY21. The
market is trading at a 16.9% discount to its 12M historical mean PER of ~16x.
The market’s valuation is distorted by the low PERs of the glove companies.
Excluding the latter, the KLCI is trading nearer to 18.0x (source: AISB).
Separately, Malaysia is trading at a 17.2% discount to Asia ex-Japan’s 2021 PER
of 16.8x (see Exhibit 2) – at the trough of its valuation range against APxJ. The
widening of the market’s discount against its historical mean PER and vs Asian
markets is an unusual phenomenon. Investors are discounting the marked
deterioration in Covid-19 cases, dearth of institutional reforms, “old economy”
offering (lack of technology content), unstable politics and exodus of foreign
equity investors. Share prices have substantially baked in these negatives. A
reversal of one or two of these negatives will no doubt lift prospects for the
market.
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Exhibit 1: FBMKLCI Consensus Earnings Per Share (EPS) @ 28.05.21

(Source: Bloomberg)
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Exhibit 2: MALAYSIA P/E is at a discount to the region @ 28.05.21

(Source: Bloomberg)
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Exhibit 3: Sector Performance (Week-on-Week) @ 28.05.21

(Source: Bloomberg)
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Exhibit 4 : Sector Performance (Year-to-Date) @ 28.05.21

(Source: Bloomberg)
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Exhibit 5 : Performance of Indices (Year-to-Date) @ 28.05.21

(Source: Bloomberg)
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Disclaimer
This document is prepared for general circulation and for information purposes only and under no circumstances should it be considered or intended as an offer to sell
or a solicitation of an offer to buy the securities referred to herein. Investors should note that values of such securities, if any, may fluctuate and that each security's price
or value may rise or fall. Opinions or recommendations contained herein are in form of technical ratings and fundamental ratings. Fundamental ratings include various
financial data from the income statement, balance sheet, and cash flow statement items such as sales, profit, all important ratios, cash flows, working capital, cash
conversion cycle and etc. over the past quarters and years. Technical ratings may differ from fundamental ratings as technical valuations apply different methodologies
and are purely based on price and volume-related information extracted from the relevant jurisdiction's stock exchange in the equity analysis. Accordingly, investors'
returns may be less than the original sum invested. Past performance is not indicative of future performance. This document is not intended to provide personal
investment advice and does not take into account the specific investment objectives, the financial situation and the particular needs of persons who may receive or read
this document. Investors should therefore seek financial, legal and other advice regarding the appropriateness of investing in any securities or the investment strategies
discussed or recommended in this document. The information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable but such sources have not been
independently verified by Apex Investment Services Berhad ("AISB") and consequently no representation is made as to the accuracy or completeness of this document
by AISB and it should not be relied upon as such. Accordingly, AISB and its officers, directors, associates, connected parties and/or employees (collectively,
"Representatives") shall not be liable for any direct, indirect or consequential losses or damages that may arise from the use or reliance of this document. Any
information, opinions or recommendations contained herein are subject to change at any time, without prior notice. This document may contain forward-looking
statements which are often but not always identified by the use of words such as " anticipate", "believe", "estimate", "intend", "plan", " expect", "forecast", "predict"
and "project" and statements that an event or result "may", “will", "can", "should", "could " or "might" occur or be achieved and other similar expressions. Such
forward-looking statements are based on assumptions made and information currently available to us and are subject to certain risks and uncertainties that could cause
the actual results to differ materially from those expressed in any forward-looking statements. Readers are cautioned not to place undue relevance on these forwardlooking statements. AISB expressly disclaims any obligation to update or revise any such forward-looking statements to reflect new information, events or circumstances
after the date of this publication or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events. AISB and its officers, directors and employees, including persons involved in the
preparation or issuance of this document, may, to the extent permitted by law, from time to time participate or invest in financing transactions with the issuer(s) of the
securities mentioned in this document, perform services for or solicit business from such issuers, and/or have a position or holding, or other material interest or effect
transactions, in such securities or options thereon, or other investments related thereto. In addition, it may make markets in the securities mentioned in the material
presented in this document. One or more directors, officers and/or employees of AISB may be a director of the issuers of the securities mentioned in this document to
the extent permitted by law. This document is prepared for the use of AISB clients, consultants or Representatives and may not be reproduced, altered in any way,
transmitted to, copied or distributed to any other party in whole or in part in any form or manner without the prior express written consent of AISB. AISB and its
Representatives accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this respect. This document is not directed to or intended for distribution to or use by
any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use
would be contrary to law or regulation. This document is for distribution only under such circumstances as may be permitted by applicable law. The securities described
herein may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain categories of investors. Without prejudice to the foregoing, the reader is to note that additional
disclaimers, warnings or qualifications may apply based on geographical location of the person or entity receiving this document.
This document has not been reviewed by the Securities Commission Malaysia (“SC”), Federation of Investment Managers Malaysia (“FIMM”) and Employees Provident
Fund (“EPF”). The SC, FIMM and EPF are not liable for this document and are not in any way associated with this document. The SC, FIMM and EPF are not responsible for
the contents herein and do not make any representation on the accuracy or completeness of this document, either in whole or in part.
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